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Every once in a while a letter comes to
me which wrenches my heart while at
the same time infuriates me. Today’s
subject addresses one of those times.
Blind pedestrians: A topic that must
sink in to the very fabric of every single
person granted the privilege, by license,
to operate a motor vehicle. 

Sila, who is blind, has had some very
frightening experiences with drivers not
recognizing or unwilling to recognize
and yield to her as she crosses an inter-
section in the crosswalk; with her white
and red-tipped cane and walking with
the pedestrian walk indication. Some
pedestrian signals are accompanied by
an audible signal.

Even then, impatient drivers see a
blind person, see the white cane, hear
the audible pedestrian warning and yet
drive into the crosswalk striking a blind
person with their car. Which is exactly
what happened to Sila’s husband who is
also blind. While in the crosswalk at Vil-
lage Square Boulevard and Killearn
Center Boulevard Sila’s husband was

struck by a car knocking him to the
pavement. 

We all hear and read about the bad
drivers, occasionally we see the trans-
gressions of bad drivers. But under-
stand this, striking a blind person legal-
ly walking across the street is right up
there with any other felony operation of
a motor vehicle. And the Florida statute
agrees. 

A blind person might have acute
hearing and cat like reflexes however
does not have the ability of instanta-
neously changing direction when
threatened. Blind people don’t know
what or who might be to their left or im-
mediately on their right. Or, in the bustle
of traffic, and already well into the
crosswalk, if a car is passing behind
them making a right turn on red.

Their only option when they sense a
car quickly approaching is to cringe and
get ready to be struck down by the vio-
lator of Florida Statute 316.1301 (1) (2)
(3). Pay close attention to the punish-
ment enumerated in fs 316.1301 (1),
namely fs 775.082 or 775.083

Not only do auditory senses become
more acute, studies indicate the brain of
a blind person will actually rewire itself
to enhance all senses to a level above
peak performance. 

Sila’s senses are at their highest per-
formance level which helps her perceive
what’s going on around her. Although
Sila has a walk indication she knows not
to step into the crosswalk before listen-
ing and feeling it’s safe to do so. Which
means no one is making a right turn on
red without stopping.

When a driver makes a rolling right-
on-red, Sila is delayed enough to lose
her turn to cross the street. Much like
when we are two or three cars behind a
driver who’s attention is diverted and
sits through much of a green light. By
the time we arrive at the intersection the
light is red again. Sometimes Sila hears
impatient drivers honking their horns at
the first in line car which is stopped at
the red light allowing Sila to safely enter
the crosswalk. 

The intersection of Thomasville Road
and Village Square Boulevard is a tricky
place for blind people to cross and Sila
asks our traffic engineers to please ret-
rofit an Audible Pedestrian Signal there.
I agree with Sila, this is a no-brainer.
Let’s add the APS. Together let us look
after and keep all our citizens safe, es-
pecially those with any type of handi-
cap. 

Let’s review how we all benefit from
Sila’s reporting:

❚ Positively identify anyone waiting
to cross the street. And yield to that per-
son. 

❚ Put ourselves in the same circum-
stance as a blind person or anyone with
a disability and drive accordingly. 

❚ While operating a motor vehicle be
patient in all situations. 

❚ Put away the devices and concen-
trate on driving. 

Concerns on Gaines Street

Rachel thanks Street Scene for writ-
ing about the fence taking up the entire
sidewalk in front of 715 West Gaines St.
Rachel is closely watching for the side-
walk to be returned to students and citi-
zens who enjoy the CollegeTown experi-
ence. Another thing Rachel is concerned
about is how the contractor is allowed to
also block access to a fire hydrant and
how safety professionals can sit back
and let this happen. 

Philip Stuart (IMPAACT.org) is a re-
tired Florida State Trooper, traffic oper-
ations project engineer and forensics
expert witness. Send questions to crash-
sites@embarqmail.com. 

Blind pedestrians raise serious safety concerns
Philip Stuart
Street Scene

If you spy artist Sammantha Marie
Sanchez bespectacled in her pink, lens-
less glasses, know that she’s most likely
hyper-focused.

She discovered the glasses frames in
the midst of a house party, and after in-
quiring about their source, was gifted
them by the owner. Sanchez dons the
specs in order to find concentration and
calm, and those around her know that
when she whips them out, she’s diving
deep into a project.

There’s a tongue-in-cheek irony to
wearing them as Sanchez has 20-20 vi-
sion. They also give her confidence
when she’s feeling self conscious and, in
a way, relate to her questions about
beauty standards that commonly come
up in her art making. What the beholder
considers attractive is explored in her
upcoming exhibition, “Golden Year,” at
The Nan Boynton Memorial Gallery,
which will open on May 3 with an artist
talk at 6:30 p.m.

“I just turned 23 on the 23rd which
makes it my ‘golden year,’” explains
Sanchez of the birthday tradition.
“That’s where my idea for the show
came from, so I made 23 shoes. I hate
high heels, but I still find them beauti-
ful.”

Moving from Miami to Tallahassee
for school, Sanchez earned her AA from
TCC before attending and completing
FSU’s BFA art program. As an amasser
of objects, she uses materials from her
childhood toy collections, scavenges in
stores and online, and even delves into
her grandmother’s hoard of posses-
sions. 

Sanchez’ first pair of shoes came
from her roommate after a dog chewed
through her sparkly pair of Steve Mad-
den heels. She nailed tacks into them,
thinking about the common idiom that
beauty is pain, but was surprised by the
wide range of responses she received by
viewers at her BFA exhibition. One gen-
tleman bent down to see the shoes and
said he completely understood the pun
which made them “tacky shoes.”

She’ll soon complete her master’s in
art education at FSU, and themes on in-
nocence and beauty are still central to
many of Sanchez’ soft sculpture instal-
lations. She also aims to make work that
is friendly for all audiences, while pos-
ing serious questions. She considers lo-
cal artist Tenee’ Hart a mentor and in-
fluence, after taking her art class at FSU,
and following a prompt to make a self-
portrait out of shoes that later inspired
her high heels project.

“I like artists who create installations
that are like other worlds,” says San-
chez. “I don’t like leaving the floor out of
it because I think it adds to the world
and makes it feel like a room you’d live
in. I also like controlling the audience. I
know if I put something on the floor the
viewer is going to bend down to look at
it.”

Sanchez creates barriers and builds a
space so that a viewer is guided through
her world. In previous exhibitions this
manifested as a layering of crayons to
make pathways. For “Golden Year,” col-
ored rice, dominoes — both nods to her
Hispanic heritage — crayons, and beer
caps will direct attendees through the
space.

Sanchez claims hot glue as her best
friend with many projects requiring
large amounts of it. She often takes an
entire day to work on one object until
completion, whereas larger projects,

like her upholstered denim chair, can
take up to a week.

Pink may be her signature color, but
she does not limit her color palette, and
many pieces in the upcoming exhibition
include gold items. Like her teaching
philosophy states, coloring outside the
lines and making bold choices are pil-
lars that Sanchez stands by in art for not
only herself, but also her students.

She’ll finish this spring as a graduate
intern with students at Springwood Ele-
mentary, and is hoping to enter a similar
role post-grad. Though growing up she
witnessed her mother as a teacher, and
now principal, at school, Sanchez never
envisioned pursuing a similar career.

“I want my students to be able to
make their own decisions,” says San-
chez. “Pick whatever colors you want,
and allow them to take control of what

they find intriguing. I don’t want them to
feel like they’re looking for my approv-
al.”

When the FSU art education program
was presented to her, it sparked an
epiphany that she was always meant to
be a teacher. She says that blending her
worlds in art creates a pleasant overlap,
allowing both worlds to coexist. Art
helps her to not only deal with struggles
related to image, but also be able to fa-
cilitate conversations around it.

“I just want to create an environment
where people are forced to talk about it,
where you see toys everywhere, mirrors,
and women cut out of magazines,” de-
scribes Sanchez. “Why wouldn’t I go
into the field of education? Those are

the people who need someone to talk to
about those subjects the most, and it
makes sense to do that through art.”

As a former intern at 621 Gallery, San-
chez is excited to showcase her first solo
exhibition in the Nan Boynton Memorial
Gallery. Even though she’ll be walking in
her master’s ceremony graduation on
the day of its opening, she looks forward
to hearing how attendees choose to in-
terpret and form opinions around her
work.

She remarks on how rewarding it is to
see all ages, especially children, take in
the worlds she creates in all its wild col-
ors, objects loaded with memory, and
playful bric-a-brac. Sanchez feels em-
boldened to enter the field of art educa-
tion and try to reach out to as many stu-
dents as possible.

“I found just seeing them make art
every day to be fascinating and thought
about how this is going to fuel my artist
work for the rest of my life,” reflects San-
chez. “I like breaking kids out of that
mold of thinking they have to be perfect
at something. It’s a world that doesn’t
have rules for artists. It’s a world that’s
about art, but it’s not about me, it’s for
the kids.”

Amanda Sieradzki is the feature
writer for the Council on Culture & Arts.
COCA is the capital area’s umbrella
agency for arts and culture (www.talla-
hasseearts.org).

Artist’s ‘Golden Year’
brings 23 pairs of shoes
Amanda Sieradzki
Council on Culture & Arts

Sammantha Marie Sanchez created 23 shoes for her 'Golden Year' project. SAMMANTHA MARIE SANCHEZ

Sammantha Marie Sanchez will soon
complete her master's in art education
at FSU. ALEXA RODRIGUEZ

If you go
What: Golden Year

When: Soft Opening/Artist Talk at 6:30
p.m. on Thursday, May 3; Opening Night
at 6 p.m. on Friday, May 4. Exhibition
runs through May 25

Where: The Nan Boynton Memorial
Gallery, 621 Industrial Drive

Cost: Free admission

Contact: For more information, visit
https://sammanthamarie3.wixsite.com/
sammanthamarie.


